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23rd June 1944
True or Not?



https://www.flyingpenguin.com/?p=22683

V1 Destroyed: 1,942 
V1 “Tipped”: ~12

“…tipping so unusual and 
low frequency it would come 
mainly at an end of a run 
(e.g. with gun jammed).”

1944 one summer month:
● 498 shot by Tempests 

(0.21 kills/sortie)
● 227 shot by Spitfires 

(0.10 kills/sortie)
● 12.5 shot by Meteors 

(0.10 kills/sortie)



1860: Fake or Real?



Body: Real Slavery Expansion’s “Cast Iron Man” 
John Calhoun: slavery benefits slaves as a positive and natural good 
1825 -1832 Vice President 
1845 Texas Annexation

…to expand slavery

Head: Faked
Slavery Anti-Expansionist
Abraham Lincoln
1860 Campaign Photo 
… for President

Library of Congress 
LC-DIG-pga-02499

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/abraham-lincoln-photos-edited

Library of Congress 
LC-DIG-pga-02353 

https://www.newspapers.com/article/
43028602/a_proslavery_piece/



1850s Kansas 





Douglas’s Folly: 1854 Information War Lost by 1857  

● 1820 Missouri Compromise was meant to extinguish slavery 
● 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act by Douglas removes slavery ban  

○ “Compromise repeal” angers/arouses warriors (e.g. Lincoln, Brown)
○ Transfers moral authority from Congress to territories “themselves” 
○ Missouri violence/propaganda expected to force Kansas pro-slavery

● 1857 Abolitionists win information war (e.g. Lincoln-Douglas debates) 
● 1860 Lincoln wins Presidency
● 1861 Kansas becomes free state (overcoming fraud and disinfo)

Erik S. Schmeller, “Propagandists For a Free Kansas: New York Times’ Correspondents and Bleeding Kansas, 1856,” 
Heritage of the Great Plains 23 (Summer 1990)



Bleeding Kansas 1850s Like Cold War Korea or Berlin 

“We are threatened with being made the unwilling 
receptacle of the filth, scum and offscourings of the East 
… to preach abolition and dig underground Railroads.” 

– Letter to Missouri Senator Atchison

March 1855 Atchison leads thousands of Missouri men 
into Kansas to illegally cast votes in Kansas and force 
bogus puppet government. Wants to hang abolitionists. 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-law-that-ripped-america-in-two-99723670/

“There are eleven hundred 
coming over from Platte 
County to vote, and if that 
ain’t enough we can send 
five thousand—enough to 
kill every God-damned 
abolitionist in the territory!” 



Barre Gazette (Barre, Massachusetts), 11 April 1856, page 2

Beecher “Bibles”



“Tragic Prelude”
Kansas State Capitol



Lincoln Painted a Bright Line for Democracy: Integrity

Compromise Repeal Undermined Democracy

Rejects Douglas’ “popular sovereignty” used with 
slavery as unacceptable moral indifference:

“Near eighty years ago, we began by declaring that all 
men are created equal; but now . . . we have run down 
to the other declaration, that for some men to enslave 
others is a ‘sacred right of self-government.’"

https://www.nps.gov/liho/learn/historyculture/peoriaspeech.htm



1857 South loses infowar

1861 South secedes to 
force further expansion of 
slavery via military invasion



Definitions



Disinformation (Integrity Poison)

Generating uncertainty, or false certainty, by 
forcing false information into trusted processes 
without detection (e.g. alteration in 
representations of public opinion).

Intentional deception to covertly affect decisions.

Mislead through deliberate obfuscation or 
alteration of facts to shift power and outcomes.  

1860 “Eisenbahnkrankheit”



Information Warfare: Directed Disinformation

Use and management of communication technology to force 
predictable outcomes (e.g. operational advantages over adversaries) 

● Awareness of battlespace (understanding adversaries)
● Command and control (sufficient over-match)
● Integrated response dissemination (innovation and efficiency)



Artificial Intelligence: Operational Advantage

Use and management of communication technology to foresee 
predictable outcomes (e.g. operational advantages over…) 

● AI = Simulation of human intelligence by machines (HI)
● HI = Ability to learn, recognize and solve problems (LRS)
● LRS = Certainty when surrounded by uncertainty/doubt

Technology meant to predict (control) outcomes

force?



Intelligence Technology
“Operational Advantage” 



If it’s true… 
It's a “Pulverfass”
(you can't trust it)



“Operational Advantage”: What is Leaked? (Privacy)
2017: Hesse police officers (17) use far-right chat groups to spread Nazism

2018: German critics warned of danger from Thiel’s AI company Palantir if used 
by Hessian State Criminal Police – “Hessendata”

2019: Palantir CEO says “The present and the future ability to control the rule 
of law and its application will be determined by… artificial intelligence…”

2020: Police Chief resigns: “Unidentified police officers in Hesse accessed the 
contact details of several politicians and prominent immigrants from official records 
and shared them with the neo-Nazi group, according to local reports.”

https://www.dw.com/en/germany-20-police-officers-investigated-over-far-right-chats/a-57832510
https://worldcrunch.com/tech-science/german-police-deploy-controversial-silicon-valley-surveillance-tool
“Palantir CEO Alex Karp on Tech’s Relationship with Government.” YouTube, 29 Aug 2019
https://turkishpress.com/german-police-chief-resigns-amid-far-right-scandal/



and if it's false…



“Operational Advantage”: What is…True? (Integrity)

2012 US Army: Thiel’s Palantir Targets Innocent Man 

“We’re getting ready to hit him now. CAS is on the way.”

Intelligence Analyst Had to Fight to Stop a Crime  

“I knew his face. I knew his gait. I knew his build. I knew what 
he looked like, and I knew he wore a purple hat. I knew he 
wore white and black man-jams. I knew the color of his shawl, 
his little body wrap, and I knew where he lived. That isn’t him. 

That is absolutely NOT him. Call off the air strike.”
U.S. FBI mugshot of Nazi saboteur 
Werner Thiel. “Operation Pastorius”. 
Life magazine, 13 July 1942.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/inside-story-how-nazi-plot-sabotage-us-war-effort-was-foiled-180959594/

Who/What Do You Trust?



“Operational Advantage”: What is…True? (Integrity)

Targeting Systems: Can You Prove Your Own History Isn’t Yours?



Disinformation is History
America: (Caste/Race Politics)



“All of our national 
delusions should 
be exposed, but I’m 
not sure all should 
be excised. 

Do not some 
myths serve a 
valid purpose?”

– Carlos Lozada

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/06/opinion/kruse-zelizer-myth-history.html



Revolutionary War? Disinformation in Slavery Preservation 

“…the American Revolution was largely a war about trade and economic 
influence—not ideology.”

“...the system’s participants constructed a compelling drama featuring virtuous 
men who suddenly found themselves threatened by ruthless Indians and defiant 
slaves acting on behalf of the king. Parkinson argues that patriot leaders used 
racial prejudices to persuade Americans to declare independence. 
Between the Revolutionary War’s start at Lexington and the Declaration, they 
broadcast any news they could find about Native Americans, enslaved Blacks, 
and Hessian mercenaries working with their British enemies. American 
independence thus owed less to the love of liberty than to the 
exploitation of colonial fears about race.” 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/american-revolution-was-just-one-battlefront-huge-world-war-180969444/
https://uncpress.org/book/9781469662572/thirteen-clocks/



Florida? Disinformation in Illegal Invasion and Annexation

1. 1818 Florida was colony of Spain
2. Seminole (including slaves escaped 

from US) live in prosperity and safety
3. Spain not at war with US
4. Andrew Jackson invades using 

militiamen to “seize Florida” based on 
disinformation about self-defense

○ Deception used to capture two Seminole 
leaders and execute them

○ False charges of “making war” used to arrest 
two British men and execute them

○ Pensacola captured to establish occupation 
as pro-slavery US military government 

https://eu.heraldtribune.com/story/news/2002/12/12/jackson-launched-controversial-first-seminole-war-in-florida-in-1818/28732419007/



Texas? Disinformation in Occupation and Annexation 

“[American settlers bringing slaves] came illegally. By the 
end of the 1820s [when Mexico abolished slavery], Anglo 
American immigrants outnumbered the Mexican 
population.

When the government in Mexico City tried to remove 
them from Texas and regain control of the region, 
violence broke out between immigrants and those loyal 
to Mexico. 

Texans… organized a [pro-slavery] rebellion in October 
of 1835 to push out the Mexican government.”

“Lone Star” = Last Place on 
Earth to Continue Slavery

“Remember the Alamo” = 
Fight to Death for Slavery

Expansion of Slavery
1836 Revolution: 5,000 
1845 Annexation: 30,000
1860 Secession: 182,566 
(over 30% of total population)

https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/american_latino_heritage/the_alamo.html



California? Disinformation in Invasion and Annexation 

President Polk intentionally worked to 
aggravate Mexico and provoke a war.

“We have not one particle of right to 
be here. It looks as if the government 
sent a small force on purpose to bring 
on a war, so as to have a pretext for 
taking California and as much of this 
country as it chooses.”

– Colonel Hitchcock, Mexico 1846

Historian Amy Greenberg has shown 
how racist attitudes that saw 
Mexicans as racial inferiors and 
anti-Catholic bigotry enabled 
American soldiers and leaders to 
justify extreme violence and what 
we would now regard as war crimes 
against Mexican forces and civilians.

https://www.nps.gov/places/the-mexican-american-war.htm



American History of Disinformation

● 1854 “America First” becomes racist 
xenophobic/nativist political campaign

● 1856 Woodrow Wilson born 
● 1857 Bloody Kansas information war 

…50 years or so…

● 1912 Wilson elected US President
● 1916 Wilson re-elected. Restarts KKK, 

creates nation-state disinformation ministry 
(pre-dating Stalin/Hitler)

Lessons 

learned?

What happens 

now with AI?



1915 “America First” President: Master of Disinformation 

https://www.indiewire.com/2016/08/spike-lee-birth-of-a-nation-the-answer-nyu-1201716719/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2023/apr/11/kkk-book-american-midwest-fever-in-the-heartland-timothy-egan

VS

“The Battle Cry of Peace” promoted by 
U.S. Army General Leonard Wood and 
former President Theodore Roosevelt

“Birth of a Nation” promoted by 
KKK President Woodrow Wilson

Overt Racism in 
White Xenophobic 
Alarmism: Wrong 

side of history 
continuously running 

(Even to this day)

1 in 4 Americans 
View (Whites Only)

Public Service 
Promotion of Duty 
and Empathy: Right 
side of history, 
considered lost, only 
fragments survive

SF Preparedness Day 
Bombing July, 1916 



1915 “America First” President: Master of Disinformation 

1916 German bombing of San Francisco falsely blamed by President Wilson on labor leaders 

1917 Committee on Public Information created (CPI = Ministry of Disinformation)

● Speaking Division
● Film Division
● Foreign Language Newspaper Division
● Free Advertising Division

1918-19 “Spanish Flu” (from Kansas) sickened Wilson and killed 675,000 Americans

● Camp Dix health official: “They have the epidemic under control”
● U.S. Surgeon General Rupert Blue: “There is no cause for alarm”
● Colonel Philip Doane, Health and Sanitation Section of the Emergency Fleet Corporation: “Nothing 

more or less than old-fashioned grippe”

1919 federal troops execute Black Americans in Arkansas falsely claiming “riot control”

https://time.com/5877129/1918-pandemic-white-house/
https://theconversation.com/how-woodrow-wilsons-propaganda-machine-changed-american-journalism-76270

“Propaganda is the executive arm of the 
invisible government” – Ed Bernays, CPI



1923

1928



1920 Suffrage? Prohibition



1920 Prohibition? Criminalization of Non-Whites



1920 Prohibition? Criminalization of Non-Whites



Disinformation Whiskey: “Tennessee” African Bourbon

1. Charcoal traditionally used in West 
Africa to filter water and purify food

2. Nearest Green (b. 1820) is sold into 
slavery, becomes a “master distiller”

3. 1850 his “owner” hires a young boy 
(Jasper Newton, aka Jack Daniel)

4. Jasper convinces owner he wants to 
work with Nearest on whiskey  

5. Jasper sells Nearest’s whiskey to 
soldiers fighting to preserve slavery

6. Soldiers lose war and Nearest set “free”
7. Jasper takes over distillery and names it 

… after himself: Jack Daniel 

https://www.nearestgreen.com/about-nearest-green/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/15/dining/jack-daniels-whiskey-slave-nearest-green.html



Disinformation
in Military Conflict



WWI and WWII Full of Examples

October 1917: Beersheba Haversack Ruse June 1942: Operation Bertram

https://www.flyingpenguin.com/?p=41071
https://www.flyingpenguin.com/?p=26528



1943 Operation Mincemeat

● Spanish fisherman discover floating 
body dressed as British officer

● Attaché case handcuffed to wrist has 
bogus “Major Martin” papers

● German intelligence agents copy 
and forward documents to HQ

● Body handed back to British 
diplomats who telegram Churchill:

“Mincemeat swallowed 
rod, line and sinker.”

https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-war-on-paper-operation-mincemeat



1940 British Air Ministry: Carrots Improve Eyesight

● Airborne Interception (AI) 
Radar introduced 1939

● German Luftwaffe exposed 
before reach English Channel

● RAF repels nighttime raids in 
1940 Blitzkrieg

● RAF pilot John “Cat’s Eyes” 
Cunningham credited with 20 
kills (19 at night)

● Carrots used as cover story

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/a-wwii-propaganda-campaign-popularized-the-myth-that-carrots-help-you-see-in-the-dark-28812484/



Fast Forward to 1980s
Americans Accuse Soviets of
Inventing Dezinformácija



1987 USSR: AIDS Disinformation
● Claims AIDS was “manufactured” in bio 

weapon lab, Fort Detrick, Maryland (US 
Army Medical Research and 
Development Command)

● Seeded 1983 to media using India 
source created to spread propaganda

● January - June counted 32 Soviet media 
mentions to spread story

● Soviet health community leaders run 
contradicting factual info to Soviet public

https://books.google.de/books?id=kWhpAAAAMAAJ



And Yet, 100 Years Earlier



1887 Kansas: Medicine Lodge Cresset, 17 Feb, Page 3

https://www.newspapers.com/clip/7726932/early-use-of-the-word-disinformation/



What Happens Next?



New Tech Can Be Used 
to Control and Curate Value “Beliefs”
… Just Like It Always Has



Disruptive Tech Will Disrupt
People Unskilled to Handle Truth
(Because most live in routine, easy, minimal judgment cycles)

Indian troops in the Egyptian desert get a 
laugh from one of the leaflets which Field 
Marshal Erwin Rommel has taken to dropping 
behind the British lines now that his ground 
attacks have failed. The leaflet, which of 
course are strongly anti-British in tone, are 
printed in Hindustani, but are too crude to be 
effective. (Photo was flashed to New York from 
Cairo by radio. Credit: ACME Radio Photo)



1860 Doctored Pictures = 2015 Doctored Pictures

When Actor Impersonates an Actor, Who is “Real”?



1915 Disinformation Movie = 2015 “Synthetic” Movie

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.02399



Design Integrity Failures = Safety Breaches (Death From AI)
Titanic 1912: “Didn’t See Obstacle” Tesla 2012 - 2022: “Didn’t See Obstacle”

Total: Over 400
Robot-deaths: Over 35 (as of May 2023)

Total: Over 1,500



Safety Risks Hidden by Tesla Disinformation
Before: 1.6 Death/Year Avg

“Total 41 recorded deaths during the 
25 years since 1997 from all United 
States workplace robots.”

From Tesla: 5 Death/Year Avg

Tesla “Autopilot” vehicle robots: 
Over 35 recorded deaths ~7 years

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36850052/
https://www.tesladeaths.com/

Autopilot involved in 736 
crashes just since 2019

Total Tesla Deaths Accelerating



“Without Fraud 
There Would Be 

No Tesla”

https://www.currentaffairs.org/2022/01/exposing-the-fraudulence-of-elon-musk-and-tesla
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